Adding Your Citations and Calculating Your H-index in Google Scholar


Go to [http://scholar.google.com](http://scholar.google.com).

Sign in to your Google account or create one. Create a Google Scholar profile. Google recommends that you also enter your university email address to make your profile eligible for inclusion in Google Scholar search results.

Your profile is private and visible only to you until and unless you make your profile public.

Search for your publications and add them to your list. Google will search Google Scholar, Google Books, and other sources such as a faculty web page. Be aware that Google has no way of knowing which articles in their database are really yours. Author names are often abbreviated and different people sometimes share similar names. **Review all the publications listed in your profile** and remove the ones that were written by others. Also note that publications may be listed more than once – these can be merged. Save the final list.

When you have new publications, you can update your list of publications manually or select the setting that allows Google Scholar to automatically update your list of publications.
For each item in your profile, Google Scholar provides citation metrics such as how many citations an item has, with links to who has cited it, and calculates your h-index.

These metrics are automatically updated whenever Google Scholar is updated – you don’t need to do anything!